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If there is one question that fascinates all human beings equally, it is probably about the origin 
of life. Where are we coming from? How did life begin? Can we possibly have a common 
ancestor with the monkeys? How do new species evolve? Finding an answer to those questions 
can be very tricky, particularly when those phenomena happened several million years ago. A 
solution to that problem is to study ongoing speciation, i.e. the formation of new species still in 
progress. The principal step in the separation of one species into two distinct new species is 
reproductive isolation, when individuals from the different species cannot reproduce with each 
other anymore, so that the two species don’t mix their genes. There are many mechanisms 
leading to that final stage, but I was interested in looking at what is happening to the gametes 
(spermatozoa and ova) of individuals of two newly formed species. How quickly do they 
change to the point where they do not work anymore with the gametes of the other species? 
And if two individuals of the two separate species can still have offspring (i.e. hybrids), what is 
happening to the gametes of those hybrids? 
 
To investigate those questions, I studied two related species of passerine birds, the collared and 
the pied flycatchers (Ficedula albicollis and F. hypoleuca). Both males and females of the two 
species look similar and if they usually live in different parts of Europe, they occur together in a 
few places called hybrid zones, in Czech Republic and on the Swedish islands of Gotland and 
Öland in the Baltic Sea. I studied individuals from Öland, that are breeding in the same 
territories since 1960, after previously having been separated for hundred of thousands of years. 
As they now live close together and still look pretty similar, individuals from the two different 
species sometimes reproduce with each other and have hybrid offspring. The hybrid females are 
all sterile and the hybrid males have some fertility problems. I analyzed the morphology of the 
sperm of male collared and pied flycatchers as well as hybrids. I wanted to know if there had 
been any change in the shape of sperm between the two species after so long time separated 
from each other and if that could be one reason for the observed sterility issues at hybridization. 
 
I did not find any difference in the morphology of the sperm of the males of the two species, 
which probably means that they were not separated long enough for such differences to evolve, 
or that they were experiencing similar conditions, so that no selective force acted any 
differently on the gametes of the two species. On the other hand, I was not able to find any 
functional sperm in the hybrid individuals sampled. On top of that, I did paternity analyses on 
the chicks found in the nests of hybrid males, and all of them were from different fathers. 
Finally, the eggs produced by females experimentally paired with hybrid males never hatched in 
our aviaries. This indicates that hybrid males may have serious sterility issues. 
 
Other studies on the same population have shown that hybrid males were able to produce 
offspring in the past. According to those contradictory results, it seems that some hybrid males 
are doing fine, and some cannot reproduce at all. This study might only be the beginning of the 
story and it will be really interesting to try to find what causes some hybrid individuals to be 
fertile and some not.  
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